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CHAPI'ER I
INTRODUCTION
General Purpose
The purpose of this study was to investigate the motivating
factors that influenced a selected group of men in South Dakota in
their purchase of clothing .

The returns were grouped so that buying

practices of men in East River and West River were compared, and
buying practices of men from urban and rural areas were compared.
Importance of the Study
Changes in men's clothing have begun to change at an accelerating
rate compared with relatively slow changes that took place in the
past.

These changes have come in maey forms such as new colors, new

styles, and new fabrics.
Because of these innovations in men's clothing, manufacturers
and retailers are faced with the problem of meeting the demands of
the consumer.

The manufacturers and retailers must decide which

innovations will prove to be most profitable, but at the same time
meet the consumer needs.

/:'S

£---AJ

Manufacturers and retailers are interested in advertising media

that stimulate the consumer to buy .

The industry is also interested

in how aware the consumer is of new fashions in man's ·clothing .

2

Investigations of this nature have been done largely with the
college age male, but little research has been done to determine the
needs and wants of the more mature man who is established in a career
or business enterprise and has other family members to consider.
This study was developed to investigate what motivates this
segment of the population in the selection of clothing .

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE CITED
The literature cited is presented in five sections:

(1)

awareness, (2) feminine influence, (J) brand name awareness,

retail source, and

(5)

price paid for specific clothing item.

fashion

(4)

Fashion Awareness
That �en' s fashions have been fairly stable can be evidenced by
looking back over the past century and noting the similarity of the
cut, style, and color of men's apparel.

In the 1960's men' s fashion

awareness began to come of age and no longer did men bow to the women.

Women have been borrowing styles such as slacks and sweaters from men
Now men are borrowing fabrics and colors from women.

for a long time.
1

American Fabrics

has called it the "Peacock" generation and predicts

that men' s fashions will come of age and flourish in a rapidly
changing world .

The best clothing will be what is satisfying to the

individual and what he likes.

Individualism is now the keynote, which

is what life in America is now striving toward.

Class barriers are

beginning to break down and age barriers are becoming less prominent
as each man strives to be an individual.

75,

1

American Fabrics, "Down with the Barriers in Menswear!," Number
(Spring, 1967), PP• 93-5.

4
As early as

1956, the United States Department of Agriculture1

reported from a study of

2379 males sixteen years and older that

informality in men's clothing�was evidenced more often than ever
before in the American male.

Although this pattern was stronger

among the younger men, all age groups and all levels of society
were beginning to show trends in this direction.

Sport shirts,

summer slack_s, sports jackets, and special summer wear had gained
such acceptance as to be worn by more than a fourth of the adult
males studied .

Bermuda shorts were owned by 11

16 years of age or older.

of th. male

Men were becoming more fashion oriented

and keeping their wardrobes up to date.

One-third to one-half of

the men owning major clothing items purcha�ed such a fashion item
within the last year, with sport shirts and summer slacks being
demanded most.
These same data also indicated color was the most outstanding
consideration influencing the purchase of all garments.

Although

comfort was important for summer suits, no other factor came close
to color and style as an influence on selection .
Among the male population tested in

Department of Agriculture 2,

1956 by the United States

37 percent had heard of the new pencil

1
United States Department of Agriculture, Men's Preferences for
Cotton, Wool, !!E. Other Fibers in Selected Clothing Items, Marketing
Research Report Number 244, Washington, D.C. , 1956.
2Ibid.

5
line trousers.

Age and income were found to be associated to a

marked degree with the extent of fashion awareness.

Of the 37 per

cent who were aware of the new fashion, only 18 percent said they
liked them, 72 percent did not like them, and 10 percent had no
opinion.

Actual ownership of the new fashion item was much higher

among the teen-agers.
What caused this renaissance in men's clothing in an era of
technology?

Marylin Bender

1

says this fashion explosion can be

attributed to a shorter work week, allowing more leisure time.
Affluence, more travel, and the influence of the young are also
factors.

Finally, women want their husban�s to dress in accordance

with their own attire and keep up the fash�onable appearance for
the whole family.
Business Week

2

has also attempted to answer this question.

Affluence, increased leisure, and travel provide fresh opportunities
for fashion awareness.

New trends in grooming and increased use of

fragrance and cosmetics have added greatly to fashion awareness.
Annual sales of scent and beauty preparations for men reached the

half-a-billion-dollar zone in the 1960 1 s. 3 Mass media is available
to introduce new fashion leaders to the public.

Many international

designers such as Bill Blass, Har dy Amies, Pierre Cardin, and John
� rylin Bender, "The Male of the Species, " The Beautiful People,
Dell Publishing Co. , New York, 1967, P • 278.
2
"Men Go on a Fashion Kick, " Business�, (July 20, 1968),
pp. 6 7-70.
�rylin Bender, op. cit. , P • 278.

6
Weitz have lent their names and are actively designing for men's
fashion.

All 0£ these have helped to make the American male more

fashion conscious .
1

Pearl Binder

states that "dress is an outward expression of man's

state of mind, and it is in his attire that he tells the world what he
thinks of himself ."

Paul D. Gilbert

2

phrases it simply by saying that

clothing is ·the quickest way to show others you have pride in yourself.
Men buy clothing to impress their fellow workers and get better jobs
and maintain and improve their social position in the community.
In a study by Form and Stone3 , men in white collar jobs and in
occupations with high social standing, attached a higher degree of
importance to clothing than those men who �ere employed in manual
labor with low social standing.

Form and Stone also found that Ameri

can men like to think that they are not interested in clothing, but in
the male participants questioned, one-half placed a relatively high
importance on clothing in general.

White collar workers were more

interested in making a favorable impression with their clothing than
were the manual laborers.

Manual laborers were concerned with the

performance and du�ability of their garments.

The manual worker is

often unaware that others may judge him by his dress.
1Pearl Binder, � Peacock's Tail, George G. Harrap
and Co.,
London, 19.58.
2
Paul D. Gilbert, "Men's Wear is Important, " Journal 2£ �
Economics, Number 2, XLVI, (February, 19.54), PP• 76-8.
3william H. Form and Gregory P . Stone, The Social Significance
Clothing in Occupational�, Tech. Bulletin 247, Michigan State
College, June, 1955.

tl
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Research by Burns

l

at Tuskegee Institute also points up the fact

that occupation influences dress .

Sixty-two percent of the group

questioned felt that a specific type of dress or uniform would be
dictated by their occupation.
Very little appears in the literature concerning differences in
people residing in urban and rural environments.

2

Rosencranz

did not

find a relationship between the age of the participant and whether
the ·participant was from a rural or urban environment .

Her partici

pants consisted of 82 women stratified by the husbands' occupation .
They were asked to respond to a series of seven pictures showing
clothing incongruities .

The results of this study suggest that those

women from a high socioeconomic level use qlothing as·a tool in the
perception of people more than do those of low socioeconomic status.
In close relationship, Ryan3 suggests that the size of the
community may be an influence in choice of clothing .
was

easy

In the past it

to distinguish a rural person from an urban person by the

clothing worn.

Now it has become almost impossible to tell the

difference between the two.

Ryan states that several studies in

1
norothy Nell Burns, "Selected Factors Which Influence the
Clothing Selection Practices of Freshman and Senior Men, " (unpubl�shed Master's Thesis, Tuskegee Institute, 1966).

2&

ry Lou Rosencranz, "Clothing Symbolism, " Journal of Home
Economics, 54(1), 1962, pp. 18-22.

3Mary s. Ryan, Clothings A Study in Human Behavior, Holt,
Rinebolt, and Winston, Inc . , New York, 1966, p . 70.
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general indicate that those from an urban environment do place greater
emphasis upon clothing than do those from a rural environment.

One

explanation might be that there is more opportunity for shopping in
the urban area, which stimulates a greater interest in clothing.

In

a rural area everyone knows everyone else and is not so likely to
judge on appearance, while. in· the urban area more emphasis is placed
on clothing to help from a judgement.
1

In a study by Hoult, it was found that in a social situation
where participants are acquainted, clothing plays a small part; but

in a similar situation where the participants were not acquainted,
clothing played a part in judging the attra_ctiveness of a person.
Peters

2

found in her study of the col�ege age male that over half

of the participants stated that clothing influenced their participa
tion in activities and organizations.

They also agreed that one's

pee r group influenced the type and quantity of clothing needed.

Hystron Fibers and Time magazine3 found in questioning 1817 college
males, which is one of the largest samples ever taken, 74 percent were

1
Thomas Ford Hoult, ''Experimental Measurement of Clothing as a
Factor in Some Social Ratings of Selected American Men," American
Sociological Review, XIX, (June, 1954), PP• 324-3 28.
2Kathleen Schutlis Peters, "Beliefs Expressed by Selected College
Men Concerning the Social Importance of Clothing," (unpublished
Master's Thesis, Kansas State University, 196 3).

Hystron Fibers and� Magazine, "Apparel and the College Man
Styling the Right Approach," America's Textile Reporter, (August 21,
199
6 ), P• 10.

3
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receptive to the idea of fashion in their own individual way.

Their

concept of the male consumer market is as follows:
1.

Those men (11%) who accidentally or spontaneously originate
new fads and trends.

2.

Those men (28%) who must have a new style or trend; in other
words are fashion leaders.

J.

Those men

(35%)

who are fashion conscious, but will not

purchase a new garment until it has been accepted.

4.

Those men

(2 3%)

who do not believe in fashion awareness, and

are therefore not interested in clothing.

In questioning thirty-five men executives, Wellan1 found that 91
percent felt that they dressed as well as \heir associates.

Over half

the participants repeatedly observed business associates dress in
situations other than business.

Only about half the executives were

aware that their own dress was also being judged.

Clothes of the latest

fashion were usually worn by 26 percent of the participants.

Thirty

four percent rarely wore these new fashions.
When the same executives were asked what was the most important
factor and the least important factor in :making clothing selections,
fashion conformity was mentioned most often and econolt\V appeared to be
the least important.
1noris Katherine McNeeley Wellan, "An Investigation of the
Importance Ascribed to Clothing by a Select Group of Men and the
Influence of Certain Factors on Their Selection of Clothing, ''
(unpublished Master's Thesis, Louisiana State University, 1960).

10
In another study done with families in South Dakota by Easton1 ,
appearance was ranked as the most important criterion in the selection
of outer clothing.

Almost all of the families felt they dressed as

well as their friends.
Feminine Influence
Retailers and manufacturers have long been aware of the importance
of feminine influence on the male fashion market.

Marylin Bender2

states that women have ganged up on the American man to rid him of his
inhibitions about dress.

Some research is in agreement with this

statement, but there are other factors which influence the male in
making his final selection.
The study by Wellan3 indicated that of the

35

male executives

interviewed only J4 percent reported that their wives selected such
items as socks, dress shirts, sport shirts, and handkerchiefs; all
other items were personally selected and purchased.

Forty-six percent

of this group did discuss clothing-with the sales personnel.

Over

two-thirds of the respondents rarely discussed clothing with the
members of the opposite sex.
The data also indicated that advertisements of men's clothing
were read repeatedly by 34 ,percent of the respondents.

Playboy and

1
Elizabeth Kiser Easton, "An Instrument of a Survey of Clothing
Practices of Families in South Dakota," (unpublished Master's Thesis,
Iowa State University, 196 5).
�rylin Bender, op. cit. , p. 279.
3Doris Katherine McNeeley Wellan, op. cit.
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Esquire were the most popular magazines in acquiring new fashion ideas.
Twenty-four out of the 35 men checked magazines as a source of fashion
Other high ranked sources of information were sales

information.

personnel, store window displays, business colleagues, and friends.
1

Limited information was given by Easton concerning feminine
influence.

Around 80 percent of the shopping for the family was done

by the mother.

Easton•s data do not indicate the extent of the role

the mother plays as a fashion source.

-

The United States Department of Agriculture

2

reported that only

about one-third of the wives of the male respondents participated in
the selection of their last clothing purchase.

For business shirts

the wife was a factor in 29 percent of the ,selections and sales
personnel in

12

percent.

In a survey by Munsingwear, Inc.

3

women shoppers were found in

substantial numbers only in purchasing underwear and sleepwear_ for

men.

Magazine advertisements influenced 79 percent and newspapers

influenced 50 percent of those q�estioned.

Television, billboards,

statement stuffers, and radio were also mentioned as influencing
factors.

Advertisements for clothing were noticed the most in the

following magazines:

Playboy, Esquire, Life, Sports Illustrated,

T�me, �, Gentlemen's Quarterly, and Saturday Evening Post.
1E
lizabeth Kiser Easton, op. cit.
2
United States Department of Agriculture, op. cit.

3Munsingwear, Inc., "Profiles of Department Store Men's Furnish
ings and Sportswear Consumer Preferences, " Minneapolis, 1967.
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In questioning freshman and senior men at Tuskegee Institute,
l
Burns found that printed material, i. e. magazines, newspapers, books,
and pamphlets were used most as a source of fashion information.
Family and friends were second and third sources of advice on dress.
Burns does not indicate the sex of these groups.
Closely related information was given by Marshal

2

in that

magazines were listed as the most common source of fashion information
by the college age males questioned.

W�ndow and store displays, friends,

and what others are wearing was also mentioned.
Magazines also ranked first in fashion information as reported
by Hystron Fiber and Time Magazine3 in their survey of the college
age male.

Magazines ranked first with 47 percent; family or friend·s,

37 percent; store displays, 33 percent; salesmen, 24 percent; girl
friends or wives, 18 percent.
were at the bottom of the list.

Television, movies, and newspapers
However, as the male grows older by

classes, girlfriends and wives and particularly store displays and
magazines lend more influence in the guidance process.

1norothy Nell Burns, op. cit.
2

Eileen Marshal, "Leadership in Men's Fashions Associated
with Selected Social Characteristics for a Group of Fraternity
Men," (unpublished Master's Thesis, Pennsylvania State University,

1964).
3Hystron Fiber and� Magazine, op. cit.

1.3
Brand Name Awareness
Only a limited amount of research on brand name preference seems
available to the general public; however, a few of these are relevant
to the proposed study.
Research by Munsingwear, Inc .

1

seemed to indicate that.chain

stores had a particularly strong hold on the underwear business.
T-shirts customers specifically said Penneys or Towncraft was the
brand that they intended to buy.
.
Mueller2 found that there was less brand consciousness in the
selection of men's sport shirts compared to the purchasing of more
durable goods .

The consumer tended to make selections from many

brand names.
In contrast to the study done by Mueller, the

35

men questioned

by Wellan3 all purchased McGregor and Van Heusen brand name merchan
dise.

Arrow was purchased by 91 percent; Botany by 88 percent; and

Manhattan by 88 percent of the same respondents .

Hart, Schaffner,

and Marx, After Six, Kuppenheimer, · and Gant were also familar to the
respondents.
1
Munsingwear, Inc . , op. cit .
2
Eva Mueller, "Effects of Consumer Attitudes on Purchases, "
American Economic Review, XLVII, 1957, PP• 946-965.
3noris Katherine �cNeeley Wellan, op . cit .

�56751
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In one of the largest samples ever taken of the college male
market, Bystron Fibers and� Magazine

1

found that 83 percent

indicated that manufacturers' brands were more important than stores'
labels.

Those who did prefer the stores' names lived in the eastern

part of the country, and also paid attention to the fiber brands as
well.

The researchers concluded that to the college age male brand

name stands for quality, but it is not to be assumed that they are
aware of specific advantages of a partiQular brand.
2

In her analysis, Burns found that the senior men questioned
were more concerned about brand names than were the freshman men.
Burns therefore suggested that seniors were perhaps more aware of a
relationship between the quality of merchandise and brand name.
Retail Source
In regard to the types of retail outlets, a majority of the
college age male market purchased their clothing in men's shops,
rather than department stores or chains.

The Hystron Fiber and Time

Magazine stuif found that the college male purchased socks, casual
slacks, and outer jackets at a department store, but preferred the
speciality shops for higher priced items such as suits, sport coats,
1ttystron Fiber and� Magazine, op. cit.

2norothy Nell Burns, op. cit.

3Hystron Fiber and� Magazine, op. cit.

1.5
and other high priced items.
and not low prices.

The college age male is seeking style,

Item for item clothing selected in a department

store was almost in opposite relation to the need for styling and
fashion as well as price.
Results of the study showed that the college male buys a large
amount of clothing in his home town.

Home town shopping purchases

are responsible for 65 percent of the raincoats and 59 percent of the

sport shirts, with the price of the ite� being unimportant.

In con

trast, nearby large cities and the college town account for a minority
of the college man's clothing dollar.

As could be expected, the large

city stores are supplied best with the more stylish and fashionable
items.
The respondents questioned by Hystron Fiber and� Magazine1
indicated that retail outlets are sometimes lacking in merchandise in
the right style, size, and color at the right time.

This complaint

about retail stores was listed by 41 percent of the 1817 men questioned.
Forty percent of these same respondents also listed inadequate sales
personnel.

It was suggested that sales personnel are lacking in know

ledge about fabrics and color coordinations.

Crowded dressing rooms,

poor alterations, and disorderly stacked goods were also listed as
areas where retail outlets could improve.
2

Results of a study by Wellan indicated that 80 percent of the
respondents preferred men's speciality shops and 20 percent preferred
1Ibid.
2noris

Katherine McNeeley Wellan, op. cit.

16
department stores when shopping for clothing.

Most shopping for

clothing was done at a time other than during sales.

There was no

response to patronizing custom tailors, chain stores, low mark-up
stores, or mail order houses.

l found that men from

Results of a closely related study by Coats

upper district housing families purchased their suits and slacks in
men's speciality shops .

2

Freshman and senior college men questioned by Burns
dominantly at men's stores .

shopped pre-

The data further indicated that 35 per

cent of the seniors shopped often at department stores.
Department stores ranked highest in popularity for family clothing

items as found by Easton. 3

However, wraps for teenage boys were
I

purchased equally between department stores and men's clothing stores.
The participants also stated that for better fitting and more fashion
able garments, men's clothing stores and specialty shops such as shoe
stores were patronized.
4

Results of a study at Cornell University showed that approxi
mately 31 percent of the women questioned generally purchased shirts
1vera Coats , "The Acquisition, Use, and Disposal of Men's Clothing, "
(unpublished Master's Thesis, University of Missouri, 1968).
2

Dorotey Nell Burns, op. cit.

3Elizabeth Kiser Easton , op. cit.

Mary s. Ryan, and others, "Consumer Satisfaction with Men's
Shirts and with Women's Slips and Casual Street Dresses, " Part I.
Field Study in four communities in Northeast, Cornell University Agr.
E xper. Station Bulletin 984, 1963 cited by Marys. Ryan , Clothing: !
� in Human Behavior, Holt, Rinebolt, and Winston , Inc. , New York,
19oo, P• 167.
4
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at a specific store and 25 percent went to many stores.
In the same study, it was found that a slightly higher proportion
of the women shopped at a particular store, while only 21 percent
went to many stores.

This is surprising in view of the common belief

that women shop around more than men.
Price Paid for Specific Clothing Item
Men's spending of the clothing doliar is showing considerable
1
gain .
Most manufacturers are not expecting a revolution, but men
are responding to fashion changes and more style variety .

Men's

clothing expenditures ordinarily rise sharply with the income.

In

the time span from 1963 to 1967, men did not buy durable goods, but
instead bought informal clothing, such as trousers, shirts, sweaters,
2
and play clothes.
In 1968 expenditures per capita for clothing and shoes reached
an all-time high of

$2Jo . 3

This record was again broken in 1969.

If

incomes continue to rise in the 1970' s , per capita clothing expendi
tures will probably rise als o.

The increase in expenditures for

clothing and shoes is due to higher prices and increased real consump
tion of these items.
1

As often occurred in the 196o•s, prices for

Eleanore Carruth, "The Great Fashion Explosion, " Fortune, Number
(October, 1967 ), pp. 162-165 .
2
Ibid.
3
virginia Britton, " Clothing and Textiles: Supplies, Prices, and
Outlook for 1970, " Family Economics Review, (March, 1 970), P • 7 .

5,
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footwear and men ' s and boys' apparel increased more in 1969 than did
women's and girls' apparel .
That fashion has a cycle , whether in furniture , automobiles, or
1
clothing , has been acknowledged by Robinson.
In the past this cycle
took many years to trickle down from the elite to the masses.

Today' s

highly geared economy can not stand such a slow pace, and Changing
2

Times predicts that men ' s fashions will change every few years.
Chicago retailer Cesar Rotondi states bQys are already paying up to

$150 a month for new wardrobes. 3

The clothing industry is trying to

persuade the American male to choose clothing for style rather than
durability.

4

Jacobi and Walters

s tated that the consumer will search until.

he finds a product that supplies him with the highest available level
of satisfaction.

Consumer behavior problems have an important

economi c aspect, but they are seldom, if eve r wholly economic.

1nwight E. Robinson, "The Economics of Fashion Demand, " Quarterly
Journal 2.£.. Economics, ( August, 1961) , P • 376.
2
Changing Times, "Look Who ' s Trying to Dude Up Dad , " (July, 196.5) ,
p. 26.

31ife , "The Guys Go All-Out to Get Gawked At, " (May 13 , 1966),
p. 81.

4John E. Jacobi and S. G. Walters , "Social Status and Consumer
Choice , " Social Forces, (March, 19.58), pp. 209-214.
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In 1956 the United States Department of Agriculture1 reported
that from the 2, 379 men interviewed the median price paid for the
last sport shirt purchased was

$J . 20 . The median price paid for a

dress shirt during this same time was

$J . 80 . The median

p rice paid

for a summer suit was $42 . 50, and the median price for an all-summer
sport jacket was $23 . 55.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics 2 reported in 1960-61 that ciothing
ranked fourth in the average urban fami�y•s spending for day-to-day

living expenses .

Purchase and upkeep of clothing accounted f or about

ten cents of every dollar spent for current living expenses.

These

data we re collected by personal interview of 9476 families residing

in 66 urban places.

On the average the men interviewed spent $4. 40

for a dress shirt; $J. 84 for a sport shirt;

$9 . 56 for a pair of

slacks ; $29. 67 for a sport coat; $62 . 16 for a suit; and $8. 96 for a
sweater.

Gilbert3 stated that half of the family clothing budget should
be spent for men's clothing.

Men buy clothing to impress f ellow

worke rs, to get better jobs, and to maintain and improve their social

posi tion in the community.

The white collar workers questioned by

1
united States Department of Agriculture, op. cit.

2

Bureau of Labor Statistics, Clothing for Urban Families,
Bulletin Number 155 6 , United States Department of Labor, Washington,
D. c . , 1967.
3Paul D. Gilbert, op. cit.
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Form and Stone

1

indicated they did not have enough money to purchase

all the clothing they needed for work.

Men in higher positions

purchased more items of clothing and paid more per item than men in
lower positions.

These data suggest that men in higher positions

have a feeling of clothing deprivation and are aware of the importance
that clothing plays on their job and social position, regardless of
price.
The shoppers questioned in
to pay from

196 7 by .. Munsingwear, Inc. 2 preferred

$5 to $10 for a sport shirt, although 23 percent

questioned would pay over $10.
preferred to pay from

For sweaters these same shoppers

$15 to $20.

Economy was listed as the most important factor only for clothing
purchased for at home leisure by the 3 5 male executives interviewed

by Wellan. 3

For social engagements and business travels, econonzy- was

not listed as being important by any of the respondents.

Seventy-one

percent of the executives indicated that their income allowed ample
funds for the clothing that they desired.
In questioning thirty families f-rom an upper cla s s housing area,

Coats4 found that 80 percent paid $55 or more for a suit; BJ percent
1william H . Form and Gregory P. Stone, op. cit.
�unsingwear, Inc. , op. cit.

3 noris Katherine McNeeley Wellan, op. cit.
4
Vera Coats, op. cit.
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paid

$5

or more for a shi�t ; and

slacks.

93 percent paid $9 or more for

Coats found that her data indicated a significant increase

in price for specific clothing items in comparison with years past .
Slacks showed the biggest increase more often than did any other
clothing item .
1

The majority of the 200 college men questioned by Peters

$50

a month for clothing.

spent

These men cared little about owning the

most expensive items , but did strive to be well dressed.
2
Hystron Fiber and � Magazine state that the_ college age male
pays a significantly higher price for his clothing than the national
average .

The national average paid for suits was

student paid $78 .

$65 ,

but the

The national average paid for sports coats was

$31, but the college male spent $40 . Slacks, sweaters, shirts, and
socks purchased _ by the college male are also noticeably higher than
the national average.

Forty-two percent of the students questioned

spent between $60 and $80 for a suit.

Forty-eight percent of the

sport coats purchased ware between $35 and

$50 .

The data indicated

that the total yearly clothing budget for the .college male was $ 340.

or

that amount 49 percent was spent for suits, sport coats, outer

jackets, raincoats, and topcoats ; 19 percent was spent for slacks;

15 percent was spent for shirts ; and 10 percent was spent for
sweaters.

The college age male spent about 10 percent or 1 . 4

1xathleen Schultis Peters, op. cit.
2
Hystron Fiber and � Magazine, op . cit.

22
billion dollars of the total personal consumption expenditures for
men•_s and boy's clothing .
The data also indicated that the college age male purchased
clothing when needed , rather than seasonal .

This suggests that the

college man apparel business can be largely categorized as a year
round business.
1

Twenty-one percent of the college males

objected to unreasonable

prices in relation to the quality of merchandise .

The suggestion was

made that there could be a better li_nk between price and quality,
rather than s.tyle and price e
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CHAPTER III
SPECIFIC STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND HYPOTHESES
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to investigate what motivates men
in their purchase of' clothing.
relationship to their residence :

The men's responses were compar�d in
East River versus West River and

urban versus rural.
The following assumptions were made :
1. The population selected was random and was a good representa
tion of the men residing in South Dakota.
2.

J.

The men selected for the study were acquainted with and knew
the meaning of terms as used in .the questionnaire.
Individuals selected for this study could furnish information
on what motivated them to purchase the clothing that they do.
Definition of Terms

The following terms were not defined on the questionnaire for the
participant due to the added length of time to read and fill in the
questionnaire ; however, it is assumed that in this state these are the
accepted meanings.
Department Store - a retail store that carries a wide variety of
merchandise ranging from clothing to household items • .

Men's Clothing Store - a retail store that sells only men's clothing.
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Mail Order - a retail business in which merchandise is ordered from
a catalog and sent through the mail .
Discount Store - a retail business carrying a wide assortment of
merchandise in which the prices have been reduced below the normal
retail price .
Chain Store - two or more .retail outlets having the same name and
carrying approximately the same merchandise.
Style - a garment that is considered new because it is now being
produced and advertised as a new fashion.
Fashion Awareness - a term which indicates how conscious the subject
is of new styles in men' s clothing as worn

py

others in comparison

to those worn by himself.
Brand Name Awareness - a term which indicates how conscious the
subject is of brand names of specific clothing items.
Feminine Influence - a term which indicates the advice from the
opposite sex the subject utilizes in selecting specific clothing
items.
East River - that area which lies east of the Missouri River in
South Dakota .

West River - that area which lies west of the Missouri River in
South Dakota.

Urban - those participants who possess a mailing address indicating
they reside in a village, town, or city.

Rural - those participants who possess a mailing addre�s indicating
they reside other than in a village , town, or city.
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Hypotheses
The following null hypotheses were formulated for this study:
1.

Fashion awareness will not vary significantly when comparing
men residing in a.

East River in South Dakota and West River in South Dakota .

b.

urban areas in South Dakota and rural areas in South
Dakota.

2.

Feminine influence on purchasing practices of specific clothing
items will not vary significantly when comparing men residing
in a.

East River in South Dakota and West River in South Dakota .

b.

urban areas in South Dakota and rural areas in South
Dakota .

J.

Brand name awareness of specific clothing items will not vary
significantly when comparing men residing in a.

East River in South Dakota and West River in South Dakota.

b.

urban areas in South Dakota and rural areas in South
Dakota.

4. Retail source of specific clothing items will not vary
significantly when comparing men residing in a.

East River in South Dakota and West River in South Dakota.

b.

urban areas in South Dakota and rural areas in South
Dakota.
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5.

Price paid for specific clothing items will not vary
significantly when comparing men residing in a.

East River i n South Dakota and West River in South Dakota .

b.

urban areas in South Dakota and rural areas in South
Dakota .
Scope and Limitations

This investigation was limited to �en who were listed in South
Dakota Telephone Directories .

Clothing buying practices were limited

to specific clothing items :

dress shirts, sport shirts, suits, sport

coats, slacks, and sweaters.

These specific items were considered to

be the leading outer garments in the make up of a man' s wardrobe.
The findings may not be true of all men residing in South Dakota
or the population as a whole .

Any conclusions must be considered in

relation to the 722 questionnaires used in the study.
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CHAPTER IV
PROCEDURE OF THE INVESTIGATION
The procedure of this investigation is treated in the following
manner :

(1) development of the questionnaire, (2) selection of the

sample, ( 3 ) method of data collection,
data, and

(5)

(4)

coding of the questionnaire

statistical analysis of the data .
Development of the Questionnaire

A questionnaire was designed for the purpose of eliciting informa
tion from a large group of men in a minimum amount of time.
The questionnaire was pre-tested with a group of . male agronomy
graduate students in the Plant Science Department at South Dakota
State University.

The questionnaire was also administered to a group

of merchants and retailers from the Brookings, South Dakota, business
district to test the amount of time required to complete the question
naire.
After evaluation of the pre-test, there was some re-wording of
specific questions and minor alterations were made.

The final form

of the questionnaire appears in the Appendix.
Selection of the Sample
The persons chosen to receive the questionnaire were selected
randomly from telephone directories of South Dakota coJ!lDIUnities.
This list of 17 00 names was used previously in another research
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study by Ralph E. Brown
State University.

in the Econom.ics Department at South Dakota

From the 1700 names listed, 1682 were deemed

usable for the purpose of this study.

Those names that were not

included in the list were marked "deceased" or "not known at this
address. "
Method of Data Collection
A letter accompanied the questionnaire to explain the purpose
2
of the research and to ask for part icipa
·
. · tion.
Dr. Duane C • Ack er,
Dean of Agriculture and Biological Sciences and Director of the
Experiment Station, added a postscript explaining the value of such
a study and that the study was also being done in partial fulfillment
of the Master of Science degree.

A self-addressed envelope with a

-code number in the upper left hand corner to facilitate in checking
replies was enclosed with each questionnaire ..

A card was also included

for the purpose of the name and address of the respondent if he
desired to receive a copy of the results of the study upon its
completion.
The 1682 questionnaires were mailed December, 1969, with the
request that they be returned as soon as possible.

A follow-up

· �alph E. Brown, "Patterns of Change in the Spatial and
Functional Aspects of Trade Centers and Trade Areas in South
Dakota," ( unpublished Master's Thesis, South Dakota State
University, 1968) .
�or copy of letter see the Appendix .
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l
postcard was mailed to non-respondents January, 19 70.

The complete

questionnaire with a letter similar to the one previously sent was
mailed again to the remaining non-respondents February, 19 70.

Before the follow-up postcard was mailed, 390 or 23 percent of

the questionnaires had been returned.

Before the complete question

naire had been sent the second time, an additional 104 or 6 percent
had returned the questionnaire.

The final mailing produced 293 or

17 percent, making the total number of q�estionnaires returned 78 7
or 46 . 7 percent.

Of the 787 replies , 722 were usable questionnaires,

44 we re deceased , and 21 had moved or were marked "address unknown."
Coding and Statistical Analysis of the Data
As the questionnaires were returned, the information was coded
and key punched for automatic data processing.

The data were analyzed

statistically to test the differences expressed in the hypotheses and
other wssible relationships .
2

Chi square (x ) was the statistical test selected to determine
if there were significant differences between respondents men residing
in East and West River and men residing in urban and rural areas.
Analyses were run on each group to determine whether. the null
hypotheses of the study would be confirmed.
The formula for the chi square test is :
where :

0 = the observed £requency
e = the expected frequency

lFor copy of postcard, see the Appendix.

JO
Relationships or differences established at the . 05 level of
probability were considered significant , and those at the . 01 level
of probability were considered highly significant •.

Only those

questions that are significantly different will be discussed.

r
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CHAPTER V
FINDillGS AND DISCUSSION
Characteristics of the Participants
The sample population for this study •included
random from telephone directories in South Dakota .
or

46. 7

1682

men_ selected at

Of this group,

722

percent of the respondents were deemed usable for the purpose

of this study.

These respondents were \hen divided into the following

groups for comparison of significant differences :

East River versus

West River and urban versus rural.
Approximately
and

23

77 percent of the participants resided in East River

percent resided in West River.

Approximately 60 percent resi ded

in urban areas, posse s
. sing a mailing address indicating residence in a
village , town , or city, compared to 40 percent residing in rural areas ,
possessing a mailing address indicating residence other than in a
village, town, or city.

(See Table 1 )

A large number of the participants fell in the 60 and over age
ca te gory (Table

2 ) . According to the 1960 census of population1, 9 . 6

percent of the population in the United States was 65 ye�r� of age and
ove r.

In South Dakota , 10. 5 percent of the population was 65 ye ars of

age and older.
South Dakota has a high proportion of farmers and ranchers compared

to the other occupations listed (Table

J) .

A high proportion of the

1
Howard G. Brunsman, Chief Popul ation Division , United States
Census .E.!, Population , United States Department of Commerce , Bure au
of the Census , Table 17 , PP • 4J -46 .

Table 1.

Distribution of Participants

Groups

Number

%

554

77
23
100

East River
West River
Total
Urban
Rural
Total

168
722
438
284
722

Table 2 .

50-.59

14

151 27

27

16

5

74

4

32

Under 30

East River

27

West · River

%

30-39
N

%

5

79

6

4

Urban

21

Rural

12

100

Participants by Age
40-49

Groups

61
39

%

%

60 and over
N

%

126 23

164

51 30

35 21

18

107 24

12

95 · JJ

N

No answer

Total

%

N

%

30

7

1

554 100

4.5

27

4

2

168 100

94 20

134

31

8

2

438

67 24

75

26

.3

l

284 100

N

N

100

v.)
N
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respondents were also retired.
Of the five income categories, the largest number of participants
were in the $5, 000 to $8 , 000 classification.

It is interesting to note

that in the urban and rural groups, there were as many rural men in the
over $14, 000 classification as in the urban (Table

4) . In each group,

the majority had received a high school education or less, rather than
aey college, vocational , or specialized education ( Table

5) .

The majority of the participants were married ( Table

6) . The

majority of the participants ' wives were housewives, but teaching was
the leading occupation outside the home ( Table ? ) .
Except for urban , the education level of participants' wives was
higher in comparison to the men in completion of high . school. - More
women indicated having some college or completed college ( Table 8 ) .
A large number of the sons were over 20 years of age ( Table

9) .

The distribution of daughters and age groupings was similar to those
of the sons ( Table 10) .
The majority of men in East and West River that responded lived
in towns of 2, 500 or less in population.

The largest number of res

ponses for men from urban areas was 501-2, 500 in population, with the
rest of the categories having an almost equal number of responses.
All men from rural areas had a rural address, but for the purpose of
classification they were grouped according to size of the town in
which the post office was located ( Table 11) .
The first nine questions were concerned only with �he character
istics of the respondents, the balance of the questionnaire pertained
to the motivating factors in purchasing specific clothing ite ms and

Table

Groups
East River
West River
Urban
Rural

J.

Farmer Rancher Teacher Government
employed
10

157

24
15

25

27

19

155

22

2

21

3

Table 4 .

Groups
East River

West River

Urban
Rural

Participants by Occupation

Under $5, 000
131
33

93

71

Blue Collar Retired None
Salesman Selfworker
employed
listed

40

45
20
58
7

7

39

8

39

11

43

7

26

75
26

84
27

lJ

31

41

82

70

9.5

Participants by Income

$5 ,000-8 , 000 $8, 001-11, 000 $11, 001-14, 000 Over $14, 001
193

53
162
84

70

107

29
86
50

45
17

36

26

51
20
35
36

No answer

27

16
26

17

\.,.)

�

Table

Groups
East River
Wes t River
Urban
Rural

5. Participants by Education Groupings

Some high Completed
Grade
school school
high school

144

41

89
96

East River
West River
Urban
Rural

16
52
26

44

106
77

Table 6 .
Groups

62

139

70
30
57
43

Some
college

Completed Graduate
work
college

31
6
33

39
9

41

4

7

Vocational or
specialized
No
education
answer

25

44
14

8

36

24
11

20

Marital Status of Participants
Married

Single

No answer

498

28
11
21
19

28
11

146
3 91
25 3

26
12

\.,J
V\

Table
Housewife

Secretary

West River

3 17
90

Rural

178

29
13
33
9

Groups
East River
Urban

229

7.

Clerk Teacher

Grade
school

West River

60
16

Rural

36

East River

Urban

40

37

JJ

9

Y+
18

26

15

6

8

2

6

2

5

10

2

1.5

l

12
3

11

10

No
Answer

79
28
61

46

Participants' Wives by Education

Some
Some high Completed
high school college
school

53
22
45
30

Self
Retired
Employed

Nurse Government
Employed

30
8

29

Table 8 .

Groups

Participants' Wives by Occupation

161
48

124
85

10 7
29
76
60

Completed Graduate
college
work

61
13
57
17

13
5
12
6

Vocational or
specialized
education

44

12
37
19

No
answer

55

23
47
31

Table

Groups
East River

West River
Urban

Rural

9 . Distribution of Sons and Age Groupings

Some high
High school One or
One ·or
College
Premore in
and
more in
school and
and over Over
No
school elementary elementary high school college
College
20
20 None answer

57

31
9
22
18

21
47
31

Table 10.

Groups

lJ

29
29

33
8

26
15

7

2
3
6

1

177

117

142
84

102

49

0

1

0

37
52

41
15
35
21

Distribution of Daughters and Age Groupings

One or
High school One or
Some high
College
more in
more in school and
and
and over Over
No
school elementary elementary high school college
College
20
20 None answer

34

Urban

28
15

Rural

31
28

45

Pre-

East River

West River

45
14

9

56

22
47
31

46

14
28
32

46

14
33
27

26
6
21
11

9
4
7
6

10
2

5

7

164
48
137

75

122
34
96
60

41
15
36
20

Table 11 .
Groups

Less than 5 00

Participants by Size of Town

500-2 , 500

2 , 501-10 , 000

10 , 001-2.5 , 000

Over 25 , 000

No answer

1.5 9

56

93

62

87

37

48

4

17

25

Urban

74

123

37

61

38

Rural

60

84

71

15

77

East River
West River

97

71

22

26

\.,J
())
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are discussed in the following sections.
Fashion Awareness
The fashion awareness relationships and differences were collected
wholly or in part from the following questions :
27, 28, and 29 .

10, 11, 12, 23, 25, 26,

( See questionnaire in Appendix A )

The chi square

values pertaining to fashion awareness are shown in Tables 12 and

13.

New fashion ideas received .f rom the radio was the only question
showing a significant difference, and that at the . 05 level ( Table 12) .
The data indicated that though a difference was_ found between the two
groups in the importance of radio information, neither group used it as
the most important source of information.

Those men that found the

radio useful in obtaining new fashion ideas resided in West River.
Both groups of men indicated that store window displays were their most
important source of new fashion ideaso

Wife and female associates,

television, sales personnel, male associates, newspapers, magazines,
and radio ranked in that order of importance with men residing in East
River.

Men residing in West Rive� ranked the fashion information media

in the following order of importance:

television, male associates,

wife and female associates , sales personnel and newspapers, magazines,
and radio.

No differences in fashion awareness were found between men

residing in urban arrl rural areas except in selecting for warmth and
easy care garments and receiving new fashion ideas from magazines
and newspapers ( Table

13 ) . The selection of easy care garments was

40

Table 12 .

Sources of Variability and Chi Squares for Comparison of
Men in East River and West River Concerning Fashion
Awareness
I!>

Variates
Source of information
Clothing ads in magazines
Read DAILY NEWS RECORD
Read GENTLEMEN ' S QUARTERLY
Read MEN ' S WEAR
Read women ' s fashion
magazines
Shop for style
Selection

Warmth
Style
Sale
Need
Impulse
Fit
Ease of care
Durability
Comfort
Color, texture , design
To look attractive

Fashion Awareness

x2

Sig .

2 .i 44
0 . 27
0 . 01
0 . 20

N. S.
N. S .
N. S.
N. S .

1

0 . 32
0 . 11

N. S.
N. S.

.5

2 . 52
2 .49
4 . 37
1 . 05
1 . 59

1 . 99
1 . 36
1 . 43
3 . 32
3. 07

2. 16

N . S.
N. S .
N. S .
N. S •
N. S .
N. S.
N. S.
N. S .
N. S.
N. S.
N. S .

1 . 72
1 . 66
o .4o
5 . 72

N. S .
N. S.
N . S.
N . S.

df

2

l
1

1

1

5
5

.5

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Wear with another garment
Notice what others wear
Aware of new styles
Purchase new styles
Compare with friends and
associates

5

2

1 . 08

N. S.

Radio
Television
Magazines
Newspapers
Sales personnel
Window displays
Male friends
Wife

1
1
1
1

5 . 44
2 . 86
1 . 44
0 . 11
1 . 83
0 . 34
0 . 13

P < . 05
N. S .

Fashion Ideas

2

2

2

1
1
1
1

3. 17

N. S .
N. S .

N. S.
N. S .
N. S.
N. S.
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Table lJ.

Sources of Variability and Chi Squares for Comparison
of Men in Urban Areas and Rural Areas Concerning Fashion
Awareness .

Variates
Source of Information

Clothing ads in magazines
Read DAILY NEWS RECORD
Read GENTLEMEN ' S QUARTERLY
Read MEN ' S WEAR
Read women ' s fashion magazines
Shop for style

Selection

Warmth
Style
Sale
Need
Impulse
Fit
Ease of care
Durability
Comfort
Color, texture, design
To look attractive

Fashion Awareness

Wear with another garment
Notice what others wear
Aware of new styles
Purchase new styles
Compare with friends and
associates

Fas}:lion Ideas

Radio
Television
Magazines
Newspapers
Sales personnel
Window displays
Male friends
Wife

df
2
1
1
1
-1
1

5

5

5

5
5
5
5
5
5

2

Sig.

2 . 90
0.14
J. 67
1. 26
0. 98
0. 003

N. S.
N. S,
N. S.
N. S.
N. s . ·
N. S.

x

14. 66
2 . 66
6. 14
- 6. 6 3
J. 20
4. 05
50. 34
0. 99

1 . 69

P < . os

N. S.
N. S.
N. S.
N. S.
N. S.
P < . Ol
· N. S.
N. S.
N. S.
N. S.

5
5

6. 94
4. 05

5

2

1. 52
1. 04

2

2 . 48

N. S.
N. S.
N. S.
N. S.

2

0. 77

N. S.

1

0. 98
3. 34
10. 15
4 . 29
0. 18
1. 71
0. 19

2

1

1
1
1

1
1

l

2 .57

1. 79

N. S.
N. S.
P < . 01
P< . 05
N. S.
N. S.
N. S.
N. S.
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found to be highly significant.

Rural men tended to choose shirts

for ease of care, and urban men tended to choose slacks, suits, and
sweaters for ease of careo

Receiving new fashion ideas from magazines

was found highly significant.

Men residing in urban areas used both

magazines and newspapers more frequently as a source of fashion infor
mation compared to those residents of rural areas.
The data indicated that both gitoups of men used store window
displays as a source of new fashion ideas more than any of the others
listed. Men residing in urban areas ranked sources of new fashion
ideas in the following order ¥

television , wife and female associates,

male associates, sales persormel, newspaper.s, magazines, and radio.
Men residing in rural areas ranked sources , of new fashion ideas in
the following order :

wife and female associates, male associates,

sales personnel, television , newspapers, magazines, and radio.

Feminine Influence
The feminine influence on the purchasing of specific clothing
· item relationships and differences were collected wholly or in part
from the following questions ,
A ppendix A)

19 , 20 ., and 21.

(See questionnaire in

The chi square values pertaining to feminine influence

are, shown in Tables 14 and 15 .

The data indicated that there was a significant difference

be tween the two groups in s hopping alone (Table 14) .

The data

suggested that men residing in West River preferred to shop alone

more than did men residing in East River.

However, the data strongly
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indicated that the wife was the preferred shopping companion if a
companion was desired o

Before making a final selection, the clothing

item most often discussed was the suit �
Table 14.

Sources of Variability and Chi Squares for Comparison of
Men in East River and West River Concerning Feminine
Influence .

Sources of Variability

elf

Shop alone

2

Dlscuss clothing item

5

Shopping companion

7

x2

Sig.

6 . 83
7 . 60
3 . 49

P < . 05
N. S.

N. S.

The data indicated that the shopping companion was most frequently
the wife for both urban and rural meno

The data also indicated that

there was a highly significant difference in discussion of specific
clothing items, but suits were mentioned more frequently by both
groups of men as being discussed the most ( Table 15) .
Table 15 .

Sources of Variability and Chi Squares for Comparison of
Men in Urban Areas and Rural Areas Concerning Feminine
Influence.

Sources of Variability

df

Shop alone

2

Shopping companion

Discuss clothing item

7
5

x2

Sig.

4 .41
13 . 13
17 .36

N. S.
N. S .
P <. Ol
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Brand Name Awareness
The brand name awa reness of specific clothing item relationships
and differences were collected wholly or in part from the following
questions :

12, 17 , 18 , and 2J e

( See questionnaire in Appendix A)

The chi square values pertaining to brand name awareness are shown
in Tables 16 and 17.
Over half the participants did not answer the questions con
cerning the brand name of the last item purchased.

A significant

difference was found between men residing in East River and West
River in remembering the brand name of sport shirts ( Table 16 ) .
Table 16 .

Sources of Variability and Chi Squares for Comparison of
Men in Eas t River and West River Concerning Brand Name
Awareness.

Sig.
------------------------------Sources of Variability

Remember brand name
Shop in store f or brand name
Sport shirt
Dress shirt
Suit
Sport coat
Slacks
Sweater
Observe brand name before purchase
Sport shirt
Dres s shirt
Suit
Sport coat
Slacks
Sweater
Select for brand name

df

x2

1
8
8
8
8
8

0 . 67
16 . 34
14. 95
9 . 20
22 . 06
15 . 05
20 . 28

3
3
3
3
.3
.3

0 . 91
2 . 50
2 . 84
J .42
J . 42
3 . 26
0 . 77

8

5

N. S.

P < . 05
N. S.
N. S.

P < . Ol
N. S.
P < . Ol
N. S .

N. S.
N. S.
N. S.
N.S.
N . S.
N. S.
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. A highly significant difference was found in recalling the brand
name of sport coats and sweaters t but the difference was due to the
large number who did not respond to this question e
There was a significant difference between men in urban areas
and rural areas in recalling the brand names of sport shirts ( Table

17 ) .

Urban men tended to pur chase the more expensive brand name

sport shirts.
Table

17 .

Sources of Variability and Chi Squares for Comparison ·
of Men in Urban Areas and Rural Areas Concerning Brand
Name Awarenes s e

Sources of Variability
Remember brand name

Shop in store for brand name
Sport shirt
Dress shirt
Suit
Sport coat
Slacks
Sweater

Observe brand name before purchase
Sport shirt
Dress shirt
Suit .
Sport coat
Slacks
· sweater
Select for brand name

df

1

x2

Sig.

L Ol

N. S .

6 . 43

N. S .
N. S .
N. S .
N. S .
N. S .

8
8

18 . 27
13 . 51
9 .41

8
8

8 11> 92
7 . 90

8

8

J
J

3
3
J
3
.5

4 . 74
2. 99
.5 . 91
16 . 3.5
7 . 52
10. 95
4. 96

P .C:::: . 05

N. S .
N. S .
N. S •

P< . 01

N. S .

p.c:.:. 0.5

N. S •

The data also indicated a significant difference between the two

groups in the observation of sweaters ' brand names, and a highly
signifi cant difference in observation of sport coats ' brand names.

-

The data suggested that men residing in urban areas observed brand
names of these two clothing items more often than did men residing
in rural areas .
Retail Source
The retail source relationships and differences were collected
wholly or in part from the following questions :
and 22 .

(See questionnaire in Appendix A)

12, lJ, 14, 15, 16,

The chi square values

pertaining to retail sources are shown in Tables 18 and 19 .
There was no significant difference between men residing in East
River and West River concerning retail source of specific clothing
items (Table 18 ) .
The results suggested that men residing in urban areas patronized
department stores more frequently as a retail source than did men
residing in rural areas.

A highly significant difference was indi

cated between the two groups in shopping in men ' s clothing stores
_and discount stores ( Table 19) �

The data suggested that men residing

in urban areas tended to patronize men ' s clothing stores as a retail
source more than did men residing in rural areas.

In contrast, · the

data also suggested that men residing in rural areas tended to
patronize discount stores as a retail source more than did men
residing in urban areas.

A significant difference was also indicated

between the two groups in the purchasing of work clothes in a discount
s tore .
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Table 18.

Sources of Variability and Chi Squares for Comparison
of Men in Eas t River and West River Concerning Retail
Sources e

Sources of Variability

df

x2

Sig.

0 . 31

N. S .
N. S .
N. S .
N. S.
N. S.
N. S.
N. S .

Location
Shop because of location

l

Men's clothing store

2

Departm.ent store

Mail order

Discount store
Chain store

Local or out-of-town

2

2

2

0. 50

0 . 74

2 . 68
1 . 05

2

2

4.61
1. 16

8

2. 61

Mail order
Work clothe s
Underwear

Shirts

Slacks

8
8

6 . 07
2 . 64

8

14. 58

8

Discount store
Work clothes
Underwear
Shirts

Boots and shoes
Seek advice from sales personnel

8 . 58

8
8

6
2

3 . 07
4 . 16

.5 • .51
411 80

N. S .
N.S.
N. S .
N. S.
N. S .
N. S .
N. S .
N. S .
N. S.
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Table 19 .

Sources of Variability and Chi Squares for Comparison of
Men in Urban Areas and Rural Areas Concerning Retail
Sources o

Sources of Variability

df

x2

Sig.

1 . 59
6 . 02

N. S .

3 ., 34

N. S .
P < . Ol
N. S.
N. S .

Location
Shop because of location

1

Men's clothing store

2

Department store

2

Mail order

2

Chain store

2

Discount store

Local or out-of-tO"W'n

2
2

Mail order
Work clothes

8

Shirts

8

Underwear

8

Slacks

8

Discount store
Work clothes

Underwear
Shirts
Boots and shoes
· Seek advice from sales pers onnel

8
8
8

6
2

9 • .54
9. 50

2 . 37
2 . 69

11. 3 5

12. 32

6.44
1 . 35

16 . 35
4. 57

2. 35

2. 32
0 . 33

N. S .
N.S.
N. S .
N.S.
P < . 05
N. S .
N.S.
N. S .
N. S .
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Pr·ice Paid
The price paid relationships and differences were collected
wholly or in part from the following questions :
( See questionnaire in Appendix A)

12, 23, and 24.

The chi square values pertaining

to price are shown in Tables 20 and 21.
There was a signifi cant difference between East and West River
men in shopping in a particular store for price (Table 20) .

In

patronizing a particular store , the data suggested that men residing
in East River shopped for price more often than did men from West
River.
Table 20.

Sources .of Variability and Chi Squares for Comparison of
Men in East River and West River Concernirig Price Paid.
df

x2

Shop because of price

1

4. 80

Select for price

5

1 . 15

N.S .

2

5. 92
6 . 67
14. 8 7
1 . 18
1J .4J
10 . 04

N. S .
N. s . ·
N. S .
N. S .
N. S .
N. S .

Sources of Variability

Price paid
Sport shirt
Dress shirt
Suit

·sport coat
Slacks
Sweater

4

8
7
7
7

· Sig.

P < . 05
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There was a significant difference between urban am rural men

in shopping in a particular store for price ( Table 21 ) .

The data

suggested that men residing in rural areas tended to shop in a
particular store because of price more than did men residing in
urban areas.
There was also a highly significant difference between the two
groups in price paid for sport coats and slacks.

Urban men tended to

pay more for slacks than did rural men .
Table 21.

Sources of Variability and Chi Squares for Comparison of
Men in Urban Areas and Rural Areas Concerning Price Paid.

Sources of Variability
Shop because of price

Select for price
Price paid

df

P < . 05

.5

N. S .

2
4

Sport coat
Slacks

7

Sweater

Sig.

1

Sport shirt
Dress shirt
Suit

x2

8
7

7

1 . 16
9 . 45
14. 96
25 . 21

.31. 05

12 . 64

N. S.
N. S.

N. S.

P <. Ol
P < . Ol

N. S.
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CHAPI'ER VI

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS , AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary and Conclusions
The technique selected . to investigate what motivates men to
purchase specific clothing items was the questionnaire.

The men's

responses we re compared as to their place of residence :

East River

with West River and urban areas with rural areas.

Two mailings of

the . questionnaire and one follow-up postcard produced
usable responses.

722 (47 percent )

The respondents from East River numbered

compared with 168 from West River.
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The number of respondents from

urban areas was 438 , and the number of respondents from rural areas
was 284.

The greatest number of participants fell in the 40-49 and

60-69 age categories.

The largest number of participants was farmers

or ranchers, with the largest single wage category for all four
groups falling between $5 , 000-$8 , 000.

The majority of the partici

pants we re married, and the wives ' occupation was housewife.

Both East and West River men indicated that store window displays

we re their most important source of new fashion ideas.

Wife and

female associates and television ranked next in order of importance
for East River men, while West River men ranked television and male
associates next in importance.

Although the radio was a xµnor source

of fashion information, West River men used it more. West River men
preferred to shop alone more than did East River men ; however, if' a
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shopping companion was desired, the wife was preferred.

Of the

clothing items listed , the suit was discussed the most before making
a final selection.

A difference was found between these two groups

in recalling the brand name of sport shirts, sport coats, and
sweaters, but the difference · was due to the large number who did not
respond to this question .

No differences were indicated between East

and West River men concerning retail source .

A difference was found

between the two groups in shopping in a particular store for price,

with East River men shopping for price more often.
Urban men used magazines and newspapers more frequently as
sources of fashion information than did rural men.

Both urban and

rural men used store window displays as their most important source
of fashion information.

Urban men ranked television and wife and

female associates as next in importance, while rural men ranked wife
and female associates and male associates next in importance.

Rural

men tended to choose shirts for ease of care, and urban men tended
to choose slacks, suits, and sweaters for ease of care.

Both urban

and rural men preferred the wife for a shopping companion.

A dif

ference was found between the two groups in discussion of specific
clot�ing items, but suits were mentioned more frequently by both
groups .

Urban men tended to purchase the more expensive brand name

sport shirts.

Urban men also observed the brand names of sweaters

and sport coats more frequently than did rural men.

Urban . men

patronized department stores and men's clothing stores more fre
quently, while rural men tended to shop more in discount stores.
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Rural men tended to shop in a particular store for price more often
than did urban men $

Urban men tended to pay more for slacks than did

rural men.
In general there were more significant differences between the
urban and rural groups than there were between the East atrl West
River groups.
Retail source of specific clothing items for men residing in
East and West River was the only h;ypothesis accepted.
hypotheses were partially accepted.

All other

Over one-half of the partici

pants failed to respond when asked the brand name of the last specific
clothing item purchased e

The author can only conclude that brand

names are not an important motivating factqr for men in the purchase ·

of clothing.
Recommendations
Uses of Present Study

It is hoped that the present study will be useful to manufac

turers, retailers, advertiser s , consumers, and clothing and textile

specialists who are interested in understanding the differenc.es in

what motivates men to purchase the clothing that they do.

Since much

of the research in men ' s clothing has been done in urban areas, it is
hoped this will help retailers in South Dakota and neighboring rural

states to be better equipped to meet the demands of their customers .
Other researchers of men ' s clothing buying practices may also

find parts of the ques tionnaire to be of interest .
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Recommendations for Improvement
The writer feels that the form of the questionnaire could have
been shortened and que stions re-worded for more efficiency in coding
for data proces sing�

A different statistical analysis might also have

been used in determining more detailed information of individual
groupings .
Recommendations for Further Stud.y
This study has made only two comparis ons.

Using the same data,

other variables might be studied such as motivations in clothing
selection in relation to age, income, or educational level..

This

study has attempted a state wide survey of men's clothing buying
practices .

The writer suggests that a similar study be done over a

limited part of the state , but investigated in more depth.
A similar study with states of rural populations othe� than the
one investigated here would be useful to compare similaritie s and
differences with the information given in this study.
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APPENDIX A
QUESTIONNAIRE

60

AVERAGE TIME TO FILL OUT QUESTIONNAIRE IS 10 MINUTES
This study is to help the people who sell clothing so that they can
make the clothing that you want more readily available to you as a
consumer.
This is not a test as there are no right or wrong answers. We want
your opinions and answers 9 so be honest by simply answering the
questions that ba st fits how you feel about your clothing .

South Dakota State University
College of Home Economics
Please answer the following !

1.

Age s

_ ,mder JO
__ JO - 39

-- 40 - 49

__ 50 .... 59

60 and over
2.
J.

Occupation :

Approximate annual income before federal income tax:

-- under $5, 000

-- $.5 , 000 - $8, 000
-- $8 , 001 - $11 , 000

-- $11, 001 - $14, 000

-- $14, 001 and over
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4. Check the highest level of education attained :
grade school

--- some high school

completed high school

some college
completed college

----------

graduate work - degree completed ·

--- vocational or specialized training

5.

Marital status !

6.

Wife's occupation :

7.

Wife ' s education s

·- :married
single
( check highest level attained)

--- grade school

--- some high school

compl ted high s chool

--- some college

completed college

--- graduate work � degree

8.

completed _________

--- vocational or specialized training

Indicate the number of children you have by their ages :
Boys :

Girls :
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9.

Size of town now residing in 1
__ Less than 500

---tt- 2 p 5 1 - 1 �
0

0 0 00

-- 10, 001 - 25 , 000
over 25 j) O O O
Name county where now residing !
10 .

In magazines you read 1, do you pay attention to ads and articles
for men� s clothing?
___ always

--- s ometimes

11.

--- never

Do you read or have you ever read s
___ DAILY NEWS RECORD

--- GENTLEMEN' S QUARTERLY
------ Woman ' s fashion magazines
MEN {/ S WEAR

12 .

Do you shop in a particular store because of :
(You may check more than one answer)
___ Styles available

--- Location

--- Brand name available
--- Price range
----

other ( be s pe cific ) _______________

/ j
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13 .

Check the retail s ources where you make your clothing purchases 1
Always

Sometimes

Department store

Never

Men' s clothing stor e
Mail order
Discount store
Chain store
Other :
14 .

Do you buy most or your clothing in stores that are :

15 .

If you do shop by mail order catalog, what specific clothing
items do you purchase?

--- local

--- out of town

1 ,

16.

If you do shop in a discount istore, what specific clothing
items do you purchase?

17 .

If you remember the brand name of the following clothing items
you last purchased, please write the name in the space provided :

------ Sport shirt
------ Dress shirt

------ Suit

_______ Sport coat

-------

Slacks
Sweater
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Do you look at the brand name bef ore purchasing :

1 8.

Do

not buy

Always

Sport shirt

Sometimes

Never look

Dress shirt
Suit
Sport coat
Slacks

-

S weate r

19 .

Do you prefer to shop for clothing by yourself?
___ Always
_ S ometime s

20.

____ Never

If' you do shop with somaone j whom do you prefer to accompany you?

__

.....

21 .

Wife

--- Mother
--- Si star
--- Brother

___ Daughter
Son

--- Another man

Other (specify)

If you do shop with someone else , which item do you usually talk
over or discus s the most before making a final selection?
Sport shirt

Dress shirt
Suit

22 .

/

Do you

Sports coat

Slacks

Sweater

ever seek advice from the sales personnel?

--- Always
--- Sometimes

--- Never

I

Of the following clothing items , check the most important reason
or reasons for your last selection of that particular item .

23 .

Sport shirt
Dress shirt
Suit
Sport jacket
Slacks
Sweater
24 .

25 .

26 .

J

Approximately how much do you usually pay for each of the
following items?

--- Dress shirt
--- Sport shirt
--- Suit

___ Sport coat

--- Slacks
--- Sweater ·

Do you notice what your friends and business associates are
wearing?

--- Always
--- Sometimes

--- Never

--- Always
--- Sometimes

--- Never

Are you aware of new styles in men's clothing?
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27.

Do you purchase the new styles?
___ Always

28.

--- Never

--- Sometimes

Do you feel your friends and business a s s ociates follow new
styles in clothing?

--- More than you·
--- About the same as you

___ Less than you
29.

Do you receive new ideas of clothing styles from:

--- Radio
--- Television
--- Magazines (specify )

___ Newspapers

___ Sales personnel in stores

JO .

--- Store window displays
--- Friends and associates (male)
--- Wife and associates (female )
--- Other (specify)

How do you feel about styles in men ' s clothing?

I
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SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY . Brookings, South Dakota 57006

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIM ENT STATION
DEPARTMENT OF HOM E ECONOMICS

December,

196 9

Area Code 605, Phone 692-6 1 1 1
Food and Nutritio,z Ext. 381 Textiles 382

Dear Sir1
Ten minutes of your time will make a real contribution to
research in South Dakota. You have been selected as one of a limited
number of people to receive a questionnaire on the clothing buying
practices of men in South Dakota. The information that you give us
will in no way be related to you as an individual; it will be analyzed
in a statistical manner only.
The Department of Home Economics and the Agricultural Experiment
Station is conduct�ng this survey of clothing buying practices of men
in South Dakota. This study is also being done in order to complete
work toward a masters degree in textiles and clothing. Our project
has been funded in part from the Marketing Research Division of the
USDA.
Would you please fill out the questionnaire and return it to me
as soon as possible in the enclosed self addressed envelope. You
need not sign your name, but if you are interested in the results of
this study, you may sign the enclosed card and a copy of the results
will be sent to you upon its completion. The number on your
questionnaire is only a code number to facilitate checking replies.
The ·conclusions we draw from this study will be influenced by
the number of replies we get. We need yours at your earliest
convenience. Thank you for your time and cooperation.
Sincerely,

sa�� 'nJ�

Graduate Assistant
Textiles and Clothing Dept .
Mrs. Sandra Moore is a graduate research assistant assigned to
work on the clothing buying practices research project. This research
project will be possible only through the cooperation of men like
yourself. The results of this project will be valuable in teaching,
adult - education, and to business enterprises in the state.
We thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely,

4� d� /

Duane Acker, Director
Agricultural Experiment Station

RESIDENT INSTRUCTION - AGRICULTURAi. EXPERIMENT STATION - COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE

I

Follow-Up Postcard
Due to the holiday rush, you have probably
not found the time to complete and return the
questionnaire I mailed to you concerning the
selection of your clothing. Would you please
take just ten minute s of your time to complete
the questionnaire and return it in the enclosed
self-addressed envelope as soon as possible .
Your answer is ne.cessary for the success of
this evaluation.
Thank you very much for cooperating in this
study .
Sincerely,

Sandra Moore
Research As sistant
Textiles & Clothing Dept.
S. D. s. U.

Address card enclosed with each questionnaire

Name
Addres s __________

I

1

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY . Brookings, South Dakota 57006

AGRICULTURAL EX PERIMENT STATION
DEPART M E N T OF HOM E ECONOMICS

February, 1970

Area Code 605, Phone 692-6 1 1 1
Food and Ntttritio11 Ext. 381 Textiles 382

,Dear Sir:
Before Christmas I mailed a questionnaire to you concerning the selec
tion of your clothing. Perhaps you did not receive this questionnaire
in the mail or you have not found the time to complete it.
The Department of Home Economics and the Agricultural Experiment
Station are conducting this survey of clothing buying practices of men
in South Dakota. This study is also being done to complete work
toward a masters degree in textiles and clothing . Our project has
been funded in part from the Marketing Research Division of the USDA.
Would you please fill out the enclosed questionnaire and return it to
me within the coming week. You need not sign your name, but if you
are interested in the results of this study, sign the enclosed card
and a copy of the results will be sent to you upon its completion.
The number on your questi onnaire is only a code number to facilitate
checking replies.
The number of replies we receive will influence the conclusions of
this study. It is important that we receive yours soon . Just ten
minutes of your time will make a real contribution to res earch in
South Dakota.
Thank you for your time and cooperation.
Sincerely,

sf!� »? �

Graduate Assistant
Textiles and Clothing Dept.
The results of this study are important and we need yours in order
to complete this study. The results of this project will be.
valuable in teaching, adult education, and to business enterprises
in the state.
We thank you for your assistance.

AY� a�-

Sincerely,

Duane Acker, Director
Agricultural Experiment Station

RESIDENT INSTRUCTION - AGRICULTURAL J!:XPEIU:MENT STATION - COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE
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APPENDIX C
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRE

72
The following is the distribution of responses for each question of
the questionnaire. Each question was not answered by every respondent .
10 .

In magazines you read , do you pay attention to ads and articles
for men's clothing?

69

476
11 .

always

sometimes
114 never

Do you read or have you ever read:

Read

14

DAILY NEWS RECORD

not read

648

GENTLEMEN ' S QUARTERLY

18

704

MEN'S WEAR

.53

669

98

Women ' s fashion magazines

12. Do you shop in a particular store because of:
(You may check more than one answer)
Shop

23 3

Styles available

Location

326

Brand name available

2.56

380

Price range
13.

Does

624

Does

not shop

489

3 96

466

)42

Check the retail source where you make your clothing purchases:
Never
Sometimes
Always
439
Department store
22
.59
Men ' s clothing store
Mail order
Discount store
Chain store

171

428

26

19

272

5

169

109

110

17

303

45

73
14. Do you buy most of your clothing in stores that are :
401

local
both

35

15 .

work clothes

underwear

shirts

94
69

slacks

55

shirts

If you do shop in a discount store, what specific clothing
items do you purchase?

91
35

17.

out of town

If you do shop by mail order catalog, what specific clothing
items do you purchase?
82
87

16.

249

work clothes

underwear

boots and shoes

49

If you remember the brand name of the following clothing items
you lRst purchased, please write the name in the space provided :

Sport shirt
Arrow
Towneraft
McGregor
Pendleton
H Bar C and
Big Mac
Manhattan
Munsingwear
. Other
None listed

Dress shirt
Arrow
Van Husen
Towncraft
Manhattan
Sears
McGregor
Bunt
Other
None listed

104
55
22
11
10
10
8
67
418

228
49
44

17

7
6
4

31
319

Slacks

Sport coat
McGregor
Botany 500
Curlee
Field & Stream
Pendleton
Kuppenheimer
Sears and Montgomery Ward
Other
None listed

Suit

lJ
lJ

12

11
11
10

9
90
535

Farah
Towneraft
Le e
Levi
Sears &
Mont. Ward
Reston
Other
None listed

Hart,
Schaffner &
Marx
Botany 500
Towncra£t
Curlee
Made to
order
Freeman
Eagle
Other
None listed

55

40

31
26

12
3
2
104
432

Sweater
46
23
22
22
8
7

73
503

Campus
McGregor
Revere
Hanes
Robert Brute
Jockey
Dunbarton
Other
None listed

18

13
10

7
4
3
3

73
57 2

74
18.

Do you look at the brand name before purchasing :

sport shirt

do not buy

always

sometimes

never look

8

256

258

90

24

dress shirt

suit

144

6

248

sport coat

59

143

sweater

73

slacks

19 .

13

137
88

30 3

225

117

10 9

225

113
123

290
240

128

Do you prefer to shop for clothing- by yourself'?
142

380

always
sometimes

144 never

20 .

I.f you do shop with someone, whom do you prefer to accompany you?
516

__3_

wife
mother
sister

---8
---1 brother
21.

11

10

daughter

son
another man

--- other

If you shop with someone else, which items do you usually talk
over or discuss the most before making a final selection?

1_2 sport shirt
28 dress shirt
387 suit
22 .

26

88

32
8

sport coat

slacks
sweater

Do you ever seek advice from the sales personnel?
118

493

62

always
sometimes

never

I

75
2J .

Of the following clothing items, check the most important reason
or reasons for your last selection of that particular item.

>-..
-0

';

t

Sport shirt

...._G)

QJ

�

· u- V)

--0
OJ

46

12 145 101 74 214

Suit

15

Sport jacket 96

24.

E

A

12

Sweater

+-

a)

i

Dress shirt

Slacks

�
1..

.._>-...

4 117

ct 0� <

20 19 128

1 20 109 87

�
:J

Q..

f
-

+

ii:

�
0

....Q

�
d
ll.J

�
�
R

15 105 1 04

76 42 27

8 125

53 312

16 199

10 169 105
30 126

QJ

qJ

�0 I.-t' I t I

.55

33

8

E

l..
:10

�

0 - $,5 . 00

5. 01 - 8.00

8 . 01 - 10. 00

1 0. 01

and over

326
2.50

99

64 3 7

-: - .J

l,

g,

F:q

" �t

65 111 117

63

78 1 16

-'l ,_Et� "1
u

85

85

80 84

57 79 107 42 104 96

98 117 99

38

35 81 8J

Sport shirt

0 - $3. 00

3. 01 - .5.00

35

5 . 01 - 8 . 00

0

8 . 01 - 10. 00

1 0. 01

t

t/ o· - 3 �
� o

�"
u J-2r

1 9

Approximately how much do you usually pay for each of the
following items?
Dress shirt

.S \,

59 78 93 148 74 135 13

51 160 17 106 48

95

�

93 54 73

69

89 46 264 14 1 71

-:-::

q}l , � ,

t

· -

�- G"' E ::i � :t t

and over

60
293

1 29

21
8

75 127

66 11 3

Sport coat

Suit
Under $50. 00

46

Under $20. 00

31

.50. 01 - 75. 00

238

20. 01 - 35 . 00

146

7.5. 01 - 100. 00

· 249

3.5 . 01 - ,50. 00

161

100. 01 - 12.5 . 00

30

.50. 01 - 70. 00

47

12.5 . 01 - 1.50. 00

11

70. 01 - 100. 00

21

1,50.0l and up

4

over 100. 01

4

does not own one

3

does not own one

.5

116

no answer

no answer
Sweater

Slacks
Under $7. 00

56

Under $10. 00

114

7. 01 - 10. 00

174

10. 01 - 15 . 00

141

10. 01 - 15. 00

164

15. 01 - 25. 00

80

15 . 01 - 20. 00

92

25 .01 - 3.5. 00

2

20. 01 - 2.5. 00

31

3.5. 01 - 45 . 00

3

2.5. 01 am over

9

4,5. 01 and over

6

does not own one

8

138

no answer

no answer

25 .

282

194

Do you notice what your friends and business associates are
wearing?
158

always

454

s ometime s

65

never

77
26.

Are you aware of new styles in men ' s clothing?

175

432

75
27.

always
sometimes
never

Do you purchase the new styles?

50 always

493

75
28 .

sometimes

never

Do you feel your friends and business associates follow new
styles in clothing?
224 more than you

383

17

29.

about the same as you
less than you

Do you receive ne w ideas of clothing styles from 1
Answered

Blank

20

702

Television

224

498

Magazines

124

598

Newspapers

161

561

Sales personnel in stores

197

Friends and associates (male)

207

525

.515

Wife and associates (female)

216

· 506

Store window displays

JJ 7

J8.5

Radio

78
JO .

Haw do you feel about style s in men's clothing?
Most participants that answered this question were interested i.n

clothes remaining conservative arrl did not like drastic change s in
style.

The respondents suggested that clothing should remain func

tional and comfortable.

Those that did like some change, expres s ed

approval of new colors in shirts and ties.
A few respondents expres sed a need for larger sizing, e specially
longer cut slacks for the taller male .

